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t some point this past summer, I found
myself loitering around the “Indie
Releases” table at the Strand, the beloved
downtown New York City bookstore. One
title caught my eye. Fen, the book was
called, the word blocked out in heavy, red
brushstrokes. The back cover—adorned with a
delicate, black-and-white portrait of author Daisy
Johnson—promised me short stories in a
frightening, liminal space where “a teenager might
starve herself into the shape of an eel” or “a boy
might return from the dead in the guise of a fox.” I
was enraptured and purchased the book without a
second thought. Just a week later, I was asked to
review Everything Under, Johnson’s first novel. Such
a coincidence is one I could not pass up. Such a
coincidence is one I’m certain Johnson herself
would have loved.
Everything Under delves deeper into the cold,
marshy in-between introduced in Fen. It centers
around the characters of Gretel, her mother Sarah,
and Marcus, who comes later. The book organizes
its four distinct timelines through the usage and reusage of the same chapter titles: “The Cottage,”
“The Hunt,” “Sarah,” and “The River.” “The
Cottage” introduces us to Gretel, a thoughtful
lexicographer who may be lonelier than she would
have us believe, as she learns how to care for her
senile mother—a mother that had abandoned her in
her youth. “The Hunt” follows Gretel on her search
for Sarah and details her findings regarding one
particular winter she and her mother spent with
Marcus, a young runaway. “Sarah,” as one might
expect, reveals fragments of Sarah’s past and
motivations, whereas “The River” examines that
fateful winter from Marcus’s perspective.
The characters bleed into each other’s storylines
even when not present. The three of them are
ghosts, ceaselessly haunting each other. Gretel
pursues the ever-out-of-reach stories of Sarah and
Marcus; Sarah aches with the guilt of what she has
done to Marcus and Gretel; Marcus timidly edges
himself into Gretel and Sarah’s strange world.
Indeed, it seems that the characters’ very
existences are hopelessly tangled, and Johnson
uses that inseparability to twist the story along.
Not one truth can be revealed without the
revelation of several others. Not one tale can be
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uncovered without brushing the dust off countless
histories. Even stories as old as time have been
woven into the book; much of the conflict revolves
around an Oedipal prophecy told to Marcus in his
youth. After running from home to avoid it, he
stumbles across Gretel and Sarah. And, though the
culmination of these events can already be
inferred, Johnson adds her own freshly frightening
vision to the myth.
Just as the characters skirt along the peripherals
of each other’s plots, magic pervades quietly
throughout. Johnson’s magic is as bodily as it is abstract. Fiona, this story’s Tiresias, is a transwoman
medium whose very first vision involves herself
standing atop a mound of severed bull testicles. Gretel and Sarah, meanwhile, live in fear of a thing called
the Bonak—simultaneously a living, breathing river
beast and the intangible manifestation of everything
they’re afraid of. What is mystical is corporal; what
is ethereal is brutal. Perhaps the greatest example of
this is Marcus’s existence as a whole. He begins the
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story as Margot, a teenage girl. Terrified of both the
fate she is running from and the dark uncertainty of
the world she is running into, she begins to disguise
herself as a boy. This outward presentation soon
seeps inward, and, seeing no problem with the notion, Margot decides to become a boy. Despite how
comfortably he settles into his new identity, however,
there is always the question of the body; he must bind
his chest with suffocating plastic wrap and make sure
he is never, under any circumstances, seen naked. It
is reminiscent of how Fiona described her own
transness, likening herself to “a fish still alive in the
belly of a heron.” Likewise, despite the fluidity of
Marcus’s inner being, he remains trapped in the torturous realm of the physical.
But anguish is not exclusively a matter of the
flesh. Johnson utilizes language as a vehicle for
horror, especially in the narration of the lexicalminded Gretel. “Your language decays without any
attempt at reforming it,” she notes of the senile
Sarah. “You jam sentences together, point at bread
and call it eggs, seem intoxicated, electric bursts of
sound escaping from you. You speak of yourself in
the third person and seem to have lost the letter M
entirely.” Both the existence and absence of
language, it seems, can be wielded like a weapon.
Marcus is enthralled with Sarah once he hears the
way she talks, “a little undone by the way she
repeated his words, spoke them back to him with
that questioning rise at the end.” Sarah and Gretel
speak their own constructed dialect, one that
involves words like harpiedoodle and duvduv and
effie, and that leaves Gretel an outcast when she
finally enters the world beyond the fen and her
mother ’s houseboat. Even the Bonak, in Sarah’s
mind, is most frightening when it holds such a
faculty; once, in imagining it, she decides, “It could
learn human language if it wanted.”
Johnson’s prose drips with affection for
language as a whole. Much of Everything Under is
reminiscent of the aptly named short story
“Language” in Fen, which tells the story of a
resurrected man whose spoken words cause
listeners physical pain. In Johnson’s world,
everyone’s own style of speech runs under them
like a shadow. “Again and again,” Gretel says, “I go
back to the idea that our thoughts are determined
by the language that lives in our minds.”

“

The characters bleed into each other’s storylines even when not present.
The three of them are ghosts, ceaselessly haunting each other.

”

The intense focus on language, however, causes
Johnson to neglect some characterization and finer
details. Sarah, for instance, leaves her teenage
daughter to fend for herself. She lies and neglects
and does everything out of self-interest. And, as the
story progresses, we find that she has done far
more than just be a bad mother. Despite this,
Johnson’s other narrators remain in awe of—even
in love with—her, and, though Gretel’s “Cottage”
chapters serve to examine Sarah’s flawed humanity,
little is done to condemn any of her actions. The
characters simply accept her as one might accept a

puppy that pissed on the floor—disappointedly,
but quickly forgiving. I found myself becoming
increasingly frustrated with the way Gretel and
Marcus adore her. Though, perhaps, that was
Johnson’s intention—that we, the readers, could see
the imperfect woman behind Sarah’s mystique.
Perhaps these characters existed before the events
of the book; Johnson’s work is set in one continuous
space, after all. The names of people and pubs are
reused; animals are hunted and blood is shed;
something is always lurking beneath the surface of
the water. With Everything Under, Johnson has

crafted a modern folktale that is at once cruel,
disgusting, and beautiful—both an expansion on
and an improvement of her previous work. It is as
Gretel notes in her narration: “The past was not a
thread trailing behind us but an anchor.”
Noelle McManus is a sophomore Linguistics
student at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst where she studies Spanish and German.
Her last piece for the Women’s Review of Books was
“The Linguistics of Texting” in the September/
October 2018 issue.
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meaningful “place”—as an equal in the fight for
rights across a large spectrum, from wages to health
care to education, civil justice and politics. These
women were sometimes wage earners themselves,
and nearly always the central figure in the
homestead, the garden, and the raising of the
children.
To study social and political activism in
southern Appalachia is, in large part, to study the
coalfields of eastern Kentucky, West Virginia,
northeast Tennessee, and southwest Virginia. It was
there that in the early part of the twentieth century,
battles were waged for worker’s rights, reflecting
the growing nationwide awareness of the power of
unions to improve the lot of the industrial working
person.
As Wilkerson notes, caring soon impacts one’s
search for “social responsibility and political will.”
Working in the home with scant resources and no
wages, Appalachian women, like poor females
everywhere, have always had to take up the slack.
When farming in the hills and hollows became a
tenuous source of survival, and their menfolk
turned to mining occupations, women became
fulltime farmers. Additionally, they created small
businesses like selling eggs, worked as “hired girls”
in the homes of the coal operators and their ilk,
kept a teetering balance on the household budget,
and oversaw the education and moral training of
their children.
President Lyndon Johnson’s War on Poverty
found a foothold in Appalachia, building on the
positive changes of the New Deal era and
addressing the still troubling conditions there. At
that point, women like Edith Easterling rose up and
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rances “Granny” Hager grew up in poverty
in coal country. She watched her husband
die of black lung disease, unable to access
medical care because he couldn’t make a
fifty dollar payment. The coal company that
had employed him for so many years, and the
union he joined, offered neither insurance nor retirement benefits. After her husband’s death,
Hager, who had taken her stand on the pro-union
picket lines thirty years before, formed a lobby to
force the coal operators and government officials
to recognize and provide treatment for pneumoconiosis, a disease that directly results from breathing
coal dust. Hager, who was also a local midwife,
knew what it meant to be poor, to care intimately for
family, for fragile infants, for dying or permanently
disabled men, and for near-starving children. Such
stalwart Appalachian women knew the unbearable
sorrow of sudden, cataclysmic mining disasters that
might kill almost every man in the community, and
the grinding daily burden of eking out a decent life
in substandard housing with few if any amenities,
amidst the environmental damage—polluted waters
and barren landscapes—engendered by the mining
of coal. Their “care” ran deep and wide.
To Live Here, You Have to Fight: How Women Led
Appalachian Movements for Social Justice, a bold new
examination of women’s struggles in Appalachia,
rests on a concept that is both simple and profound:
the caregiver as activist. Author Jessica Wilkerson
states that women in Southern Appalachia in the
1960s and 1970s were fusing the ethics of an older
generation, in which a woman had a specific,
anticipated role or “place” as caregiver, with latter
day exhortations to make and take a new,

Children of a disabled coal miner stand in the
doorway of their Appalachian home in the early
1960s. This photo was used by President Lyndon
Johnson to publicize his War on Poverty program.

gained status as community warriors. Raised in a
comparatively comfortable farming family that
could help feed others, Easterling understood she
did not fit the stereotype of the pitiful povertystricken denizen of Appalachia. She realized the
potential that the War on Poverty brought to her
region, representing a chance to change minds and
hearts as well as feed the poor and care for their
illnesses. Easterling worked hand in glove with
such federal projects as Appalachian Volunteers
and VISTA, even as she and they were hounded by
the power structure (local law enforcement
supported by coal companies and politicians),
branded as Communist sympathizers who, it was
rumored, were infiltrating the ranks of the
antipoverty forces for their own nefarious
purposes. Easterling was later joined by her
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